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INTRODUCTION ... , ' '.

1. This report is in, two parts. The first part describes the standpoint
from which we make our recommendation. The second part consists of those.,

recommendations. ' . : ■

•' '-: Part I. ' ■ " ■ ;.-.--;v

DEFINITIONS

2. Local Government is an English expression which is used to describe
a system of local self-administration which is itself, however, common to. most
developed ..countries. The expression corresponds in the French language to
admiru^tratlbh locale' deceiatralisee. j ■

3. This system,is orje'in which certain of the powers and duties of
government are devolved uponlooal councils, which thereafter exercise these
powers and perform these duties in their own right, subject always to certain
controls;,re^ryed to and exercised by the central government through legisla
tive provision,' We do not mean by this to imply thai'1 central and local;
government exercise their functions in opposition, but insist that the. functions

are exercised in a complementary way^ that is to say there is a relationship
which avoids the extremes of complete local autonomy on the one hand and
complete central direction on the other.

4.. This system of local self-administration does not refer either to
branches of the central government, such as local post offices, nor to_,the
component^parts of a federal constitution, nor to statutory Boards and
Cooporations, such as _a; National Highway Authority = "■ •■■■ ■

5. The essential characteristics1of the system are that the unit of local
self-administration, firstly, must consist of a representative council on the
one hand and an official executive element on the other. Secondly, the extent
of its jurisdiction, in terms both of area and of population, must be based upon
a reasonable balance between saiallness, to ensure its accessibility to the
people, and largeness, to ensure that it has sufficient administrative, techni
cal and financial capacity to carry out its functions. These characteristics
may be''"combined in a grLeat variety of ways- depending on such things as the
history and traditions of a country, the general level'"of education, the state

of communications and so on,

. 6, The expressions local government and local authority will be used
henceforth in this report for the sake of-convenience, but on the understand
ing that they fall precisely within thelimits of the general description given
in.the proceeding paragraphs and that they'do not refer to any particular

national system. . ..■•■■ =■■
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HISTORICAL

7. Every emerging community creates for itself certain modes of organisa
tion and order go protect its existence both against external interference and

internal disruption. The peculiar "Situation in a-la*ge part of Africa is that

colonial powers superimposed their own ideas of organisation and the result

has been ah amalgam of indigenous and imported methods* ■ :: ■--

8. The colonial, structure served to niake the different communities,^

which were mainly tribal, lees' exclusive and to sow the seeds of belief in a ■
wider community. Later the idea of development was added to the' earlier ideas

which centered upon the concept of law and order.

9. It was in these conditions that local government was introduced into

Africa, in most cases during the last 20-25 years, and has since gained wide

spread political and intellectual acceptance, even, if popular acceptance is

still sporadic-or somewhat, less than enthusiastic. - - . .: .. .....

10. The question which is before the Seminar is whether the experience

of local government in Africa over the past '25 years has been such that efforts'

should continue to be made to intensify and extend it. Is the experience of

the developed countries also valid for the, new countries of Africa? The '

committee- believe that it is valid and that the basic principles.of local

government are of universal application, although practice is subject to

many variations. These principles, in addition to the well known liberal "-
arguments include at the present, time in Africa the., potential ability to

promote national unity and economic development. .

Part tl. ' '

11. Considering these principles the'committee.believe that the following

administrative problems connected with local government require immediate

attention by national and international bodies, both governmental and non

governmental: 'I.-.1- ■ . ■ . : :'. ,

1) Public Enlightenment . . , . . ..':.,.-

2) Staff Development; . . , ,.

3) Finance, .;.'"'■'■.

These are not the only problems but we. consider them to be the most important

at the present time. Brief comments follow on each of them,

PUBLIC ENLIGHTENMENT

. 12i It.is necessary .to disentangle local government, as we have described

it>■from all other organs of local administration such as tribal o? native

authorities. It is then necessary for each country to.restate the principles;

of local government in national terms, so that it may cease to be thought of
as an import from abroad, but rather as a home-grown institution. It follows

that the restatement must be in contemporary terms rather than in text-book
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terms drawn from foreign authors, for only in this way will it have any appeal

-for.theapolitical leaders without whose1active:interest nothing can tte- 'achieved.

In support.of the political lead, local authorities should extend their public

relations to acquaint the public of their day to day work, and keep the.ii ■
informed of their obligations to" the local authority as well as the obligations

ofvt-he local authority to them. This should, of course, be without prejudice

to contacts which ■councillors must make with their :pwople to achieve the some

goal,'and also without prejudice1 to the encouragement of members of the "public
to ..attend council meet'hings. ■■■-'■■■ ' ■ • '

The committee recommend accordingly. ■ '

STAFF

13... (I);-: A local authority does not consist....of councillors only; the :
■ : - chief officers are an essential part- of it also and they'must

be given a sufficiently secure tenure of their posts to be \

able to give frank, 'and sometimes unwelcome-, advice to the

council without fear for their own positions. Provided that the

. .■' respective, roles of councillors ...and' staff are understood and

■ V. mutually respected, and provided that a local authority is'

big enough to offer a complete career to staff of the-highest

quality, there is much to be said for letting a council

recruit its-own staff« But in most countries of Africa; these

1 ' conditions do not yet apply. There is so great a gap between'

■ the demand for qualified office.rs :and the supply that-the market

is too unbalanced to act as■a regulator. In these circumstances

some abuses have arisen and most governments have been forced

to intervene in the recruitment and posting of staff, and also

to determine the salaries and conditions ef local government

. . service in a manner which is comparable with scales applied to

> central government service. This 'has not been done out of any

desire of the central government to strengthen its control but

has usually been done at the request of the .local authority......

staff. In recent years the device of the Local Service Commission

■has been increasingly used in the English speaking countries.

We ■; re commend that studies be made both' of the way these commissions

are set up and the way they work, and that comparisons be made

with the more centralised system in French speaking countries.

. . (2) Pre-entry and post-entry training of staff is of first importance
. = : ■: ■ and-must be accepted as a responsibility of the central government.

■■■. The committee recommend that,1-1 for the next few years, training

should be as practical as possible and related to actual work

. . situations. The committee recommend further that officers hold-

... .ing. senior l^cal government^ posts'should continue to be sent

abroad for in-service training since facilities for in-service

training in African countries are still largely lacking. It is

. implied that training abroad should.b'e...in countries where compa-
i .rable work situations may be found or as nearly as possible

. ■ simulated. , ' ■ .■ ■■ V ■ ■ ■ "- " ■ " ■:-1 ' ■ ■



FINANCE

14. Financial responsibility is at the heart of administrative responsi
bility. By financial responsibility we mean that a/local authority should be
more than a spending agency of the central government. It should have1the
power and means of raising revenue on its own accpunt. Forms of.local"tax .
at present in use in the greater part of new countries are hot capable *df";
equitable development because they are not based upon an assessment of' the s
individual's ability to pay. It is essential therefore that the central
government should review the sources of taxation available in the country-.as

a whole and re-allocate these sources between central government and local
government in a way that conforms with the obligations placed upon the local
authorities. '.....'

15. We recognise that local taxation affects the total -tax structure-of
the country and therefore recommend that all forms of major local taxation,
whether old or new, must be backed by approval of the central legislature. In

addition it may be necessary for the legislature to impose an upper limit to
the rate of tax which may be levied by local authorities.

■ 16. The committee also recommend that .studies be ir>ade of the fields and
methods of collection of local taxes, as well as of other financial resources
such as local savings banks that might be used by local authorities.

17. As local taxes are rarely sufficient for the. requirements of local
authorities, they almost invariably need'help from the central government in
addition. The committee recommend .that financial .help from the center should

follow an agreed pattern and formula so that local authorities may calculate
their budget estimates" with ■certainty. The committee further recommend that
central grants should, include an element to bring the less favoured parts of
the country up to the average level, for without such prior equalization grants
all other form's of financial help have the effect of widening the gap between
the naturally more favoured and naturally less favoured parts of a country.

TECHNICAL - ASSISTANCE . '

18. In the fields mentioned above and in others both central and local
authorities in the African countries could profit from the experience of each
other as well as from that of experts from other continents.

For this reason the committee want to point to the possibilities

offered by the. United Nations and its Economic Commission for Africa, the
Specialized Agencies and the International Union of Local Authorities for the
organisation of seminars on subjects in the field of local government, for
the secondment to local authorities of experts either in an advisory or an
executive, capacity, for the provision of fellowshipsto senior local government
■officers and for the establishment of local training courses for both councillors
and staff,

; ' The committee recommend that these opportunities.should be used to
the fullest possible extent, care being taken that the assistance given to
local authorities be coordinated at the national level in conjunction with
associations of local authorities where they exist.




